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 for dark matter

●
●
●
●
●

There is vast variety of DM models, which are 
based on several portals.

The HPS experiment searches for a so called 
Heavy Photon (aka dark photon, U boson), which 
is one of well motivated portals for DM and SM 
interactions.
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Electron on fixed target
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2698
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Long lived

short lived

Different strategies are used for different mass and 𝜀 
regions.
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Long lived

short lived

Resonance search: a bump over a large background is 
expected for short lived particles.



Long lived
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short lived

Search for displaced vertex is used for long lived 
particles



Long lived

short lived
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Beam dump experiments search for very long lived 
particles.
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Electro-produced heavy photon kinematics on fixed targets
- Unlike Bremsstrahlung, A’ takes almost all the beam energy
- Peaked at forward angles

- Fixed target experiments are therefore designed to be sensitive to small angles
- Maximize acceptance for high Esum

9
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Known QED process => ε can be 
calculated by above ratio

It is critical to have a 
good mass resolution
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Experimental setup in 2015 and 2016 runs
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Main beam requirements
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Opportunistic engineering runs
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→

Wide Angle Bremsstrahlung and pair conversion
𝛆 ∼ 𝛔 𝛔 𝛔 ∼ 𝛔
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Good understanding of the mass resolution is a critical component in the “Bump Hunt” analysis

We know the mass resolution of the data at a single point, 
Moeller pair c.m. energy.

We have to rely on the Monte Carlo mass resolution for all 
other masses

- The mass resolution difference 
between the Data and MC is due to 
momentum resolution difference 
between the data and MC.

- Linear fit of MC A’ masses

- Scale MC to match the data Moeller 
resolution

Mass resolution
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-Range 19 MeV – 81 MeV

-Scan w/ 0.5 MeV step

-Search for the peak in the given mass 
range

- Maximize Poisson Likelihood with Bgr 
only, and Bgr+signal hypothesis

- Use log likelihood ratio to quantify any 
excess/bump

Use MC to correct significance for “look elsewhere” effect.
4000 pseudo data is generated, to provide mapping between the local p-value and the global p-value

Search window

Resonance search with 2015 data
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-Range 19 MeV – 81 MeV

-Scan w/ 0.5 MeV step

-Search for the peak in the given mass 
range

- Maximize Poisson Likelihood with Bgr 
only, and Bgr+signal hypothesis

- Use log likelihood ratio to quantify any 
excess/bump

Search window

No significant peak is found.
2𝜎 limit is placed

Resonance search with 2015 data
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Analysis is in a quite advanced state, however with 1.5 days of data, we will not have 
any reach (2.5 expected A’ events).

2015 data: 1.5 PAC dats
Max, 0.1 A’ events𝜀2

Vertexing analysis

No reach for 2016 data, however we are investigating possibilities with SiMP scenario, we might have a 
reach with SiMPs.
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-  Adding a new thin SVT layer at 5 cm downstream 
of the target, will significantly improve the vertexing 
resolution.

- Thin layer, will not add much background, about 
half of material (0.4% X0)

- Moving SVT Layers 2-3 closer to the beam will 
increase the acceptance for displaced vertices.

SVT upgrade
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● Events w/ electron in the gap are lost
● The pair trigger accepts a lot of e-𝛄 events.

Hodoscope upgrade

Electrons Positrons
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Hodoscope upgrade
Installed between the tracker and the ECal

Two identical sectors: Top and bottom (similarly to ECal)

Two layers, Each layer consists of 5 scintillator tiles.

Light propagated to PMT through WLS fibers

New trigger requires a positional and time coincidence between the 
hodoscope, and a cluster in the positron side (No requirement for a 
presence of another cluster), and hence recover events where 
electron passed through the ECal hole.  

Will highly suppress e-𝛄 events
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Status of 2019 summer run

𝜇 𝜇 𝜇
𝜇
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Summer 2019: Physics run
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Summary

●

●

●
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●
𝜀



Backup
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WIMPsLDM

Light Dark Matter
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Beam stability

Beam stability is better than 50 𝜇.
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Summer 2019: Physics run
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